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Literacy…

Source: 2011 Census of India



Railroads…



This Paper
❑ Effect of railroad on human capital

● Positive and significant effects on male and English literacy
● Raises secondary and elite primary enrollment

❑ Mechanisms linking railways and higher schooling?
● Non-agricultural income, urbanization and service sector employment
● Not Agricultural income

❑ Why do we care?
● Micro: Impact of colonization; Impact of railroads in India; demand or supply
● Macro: Infrastructure and growth



Discussion
❑ Interesting and Creative

● Railroads not only affect trade, city growth…, but also affect schooling
● Impact of Infrastructure on human capital…not limited to modern economies

● Methodology
Ø New measures
Ø Consistent results: synthetic panel + cross-sectional IV
Ø Mediation analysis

❑ Comments
● Mechanism 
● Broader Connections



Results
❑ Railroad years and literacy using a 

synthetic panel:
● Positive and significant effects on male 

and English literacy

❑ FEs: district, cohort × province and 
year×province.



Results
❑ Railroad years and literacy using cross-

sectional IVs
● 2 IVs: distances to military cantonments 

and the lines in the Kennedy Plan 
respectively.

❑ FEs: province, religion, geographics, 
suitability for specific crops, and city 
population. 



Results
❑ Railroad years and enrollment

● positive and significant effect on 
secondary enrollment

❑ FEs: province, religion, geographics, 
suitability for specific crops, and city 
population. 



Results
❑ Mediation analysis (total literacy)

● Agricultural income: insignificant
● Non-agricultural income, urbanisation

and service sector employment: 
significant

● similar results on secondary enrollment

❑ FEs: province, religion, geographics, 
suitability for specific crops, and city 
population. 



“Political advantage”?
❑ Literacy of the region and railroad network expansion?

…best connect provincial capitals based on existing railroads and maximize the 
“political advantages” of a railroad network (Donaldson, 2018)…



Motivation for Network
❑ Railway network

● Commercial and Military



“Political advantage”?
❑ Literacy of the region and railroad network expansion?

…best connect provincial capitals based on existing railroads and maximize the 
“political advantages” of a railroad network (Donaldson, 2018)…

❑ Predictable ex ante?

❑ Abandoned lines?



Mechanisms
❑ Wonder if more could be done…

● Transportation costs go down…POSITIVES

Ø Supply of teachers/priests/railways à more schooling?...for whom/where?

Ø Income goes up; Vol of income goes down è more schooling…for whom?

Ø Land price goes up à more taxes à better schools…for whom?

Ø Liquidity constraints go down à more schooling…for whom?

Ø Urbanization goes up à more returns to schooling…for whom?

Ø Returns to schooling/skilling goes up à more schooling…what kinds of job? where?



Opportunities?
❑ Returns to Education?

● Not capital intensive; labor intensive (because cheap)

● Unskilled: Manual labor; diggers/movers; gangs of labor -- ”divide and conquer”

● Children frequently employed

● “Mental” versus “Manual” work: Engine drivers/guards (at best)



Mechanisms
❑ Wonder if more could be done…

● Transportation costs go down…NEGATIVES

Ø Destruction of sectors à Income of some goes down? à schooling goes down?

Ø Opportunities for children to work à schooling goes down?

Ø Diseases/contagion à schooling goes down?



Parallels?
❑ US

● "Transportation Revolution”
Ø Transportation costs went down à integration of markets and better allocation

● Concurrent expansion of education attainment 
Ø Parents value long run economic well-being of their children…
….. well-being depends positively on schooling
…any factor that raises parental income  à schooling goes up

Ø Promotes inter- and intra-regional trade…rate of return of schooling goes up



❑ Infrastructure
● What kinds of infrastructure is more cost effective?...railroad? roads?

Ø Join the labor force and find a job?
Ø Get better at what they do?
Ø Move to better, more productive work?

Infrastructure and Growth



Reskilling



❑ Infrastructure
● What kinds of infrastructure is more cost effective?...railroad? Roads?

Ø Join the labor force and find a job?
Ø Get better at what they do?
Ø Move to better, more productive work?

● When does it lead to growth?...what else is necessary?

Infrastructure and Growth



Other moderators?



Finance and Growth…?



Finance and Growth?...



Proximity (to Finance) and Productivity



❑ Infrastructure
● What kinds of infrastructure is more cost effective?...railroad? Roads?

Ø Join the labor force and find a job?
Ø Get better at what they do?
Ø Move to better, more productive work?

● When does it lead to growth?...what else is necessary?

Infrastructure and Growth


